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2013 goldinvestors pretty hard for a year in which there was movement. Gold

investments28 percent in year melted. Some goldexperts short and medium

forward in the evaluation The exact opposite speak so heartwarming reviews

also available. 

All investors in mind the same question... 2014 gold declinecontinuesyou?

Or2014 For thrown new of peak Is there going to be a year? 

A Bigpar gold expert Volcano Swanly for you commented. 

Under From November 2008 starting rise on a yearly basis without any interval

up to the 1921 level in September 2011 peakmade. This rise has been written

several times about the reasons. In October 2012, after the attack, which

towards 1800 levelsunder rise of the period is taking a beating and fall of the

period We watched the start. 

Nowadays we come to the end of 2013 gold Showed a decline to 1200 levels.

Especially Since May, which began to speak bond abatement programThe Fed

finally took a step 10 billion dollars abatement began. In these circumstances,

and plenty ofcheap which will be deprived of liquidity goldhas suffered from this

condition can say. Conditions as well as the absence of inflationary pressures

on the U.S. sidedata optimistic continued gold safefrom the fact that the port

was out. For this yeargold metals both on the side for the funds happy I can not

say that a year. Especially Loss of 70-80 billion in ETF funds estimated to be

between $ 20-30 billion, while the loss in the mines is said to be between $.

U.S. economyThe Fed's asset purchases to reduce continuation

supporting as strong with the expectation that gold continued to fall,

foreign economists investors for under attack By the end of the transfer

might have to öngördü.duk University International Economy Professor

CampbellR. Harvey, "Gold As of last year, 28 percent valuelost. Igold

possibility to increase very small I see it. Gold prices more likely to

have experienced severe declines "he said.

Gold investors last year price performance experienced significant

losses as striking Harvey, "in the U.S. economic With the improvement

confidence medium increased clearance continued under seen before

price which was the basis of the increase eliminates fear. Gold As of

last year, 28 percent valuelost. Igold possibility to increase very small I

see it. Gold prices more likely to have experienced serious declines,

"he said.

1000 DOLLARS GOLD You may RATES

Gold prices and U.S. interest rates Scroll through a close correlation

indicates that Harveyşun said:

"Last data In the light level of 3 percent in the U.S. interest rateare likely

to rise to 4 percent. If this occursgold prices 1000 dollar level underWe

can see that in. The increase in U.S. interesteconomic One of the main

indicators showing that the power increases. People economic with

medium about concerns decreases, gold will continue to decline. Gold

requesting the large two countries As of last year, one in India gold

restrictions on trade in introduction gold prices low trend in the mainly

effectiveWas. China all commodity assetsprice performance may

affecthave the power. Chinaeconomy low growth indicators gold a

negative demand may affect. Also2014 In India economic growth is

expected to slow. "
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TRENDDownward

from Johns Hopkins Universityeconomist Steve also Hanke under trend

downward and said, on the first day of the year gold prices somewhat

surged, trend downward, he said.

U.S. Central Bank The Fed's 85 billion dollars worth monthly bond

purchase program step towards the reduction in the U.S. current

economic data bond in reducing intake rate expectations that can

determine, gold prices decline trend to maintain Causes.

On the other hand readily under physical As demand in India last year,

leaving behind a numbered gold users in China, which has become

continues. Especially In China physical gold With the increase in

demand for 1,182.52 on December 1 last year dollar on the last six

months with the most lowrallied above. In addition, China's mostlarge

spot gold market Shanghai, which Gold Exchange also made to buyers

in 2013 gold delivery from the previous year's level of 1,139 tons 2,197

tons had announced the release.

WORLD GOLD COUNCIL OF POSITIVE

World Gold London is the center of the Council of gold market demand

appearance stating that they have a more favorable opinion, made the

following statement:

"As of last year gold marketWe observed the shift in demand from the

West to the East. Control the current account deficit of the government

of Indiaunder get

the restriction gold market serious impacthas created. In China,

stillpeople with gold new a rising classbecause there is an emotional

bond. So in recent years in Chinagoldhas seen a significant increase in

demand. China's middleclass gold demand in 2014 strong watching

will continue to. "

Gold is hovering near a one-month peak

Gold, investors rally on demand effects reviews , along with the highest level of

one-month after the outbreak of wavy one has trended. Platinum, miners in

South Africacharge from the conflict went on strike for two months with the

highest level of concern can output.

Spot goldDuring the day, rose 0.3 percent after falling 0.1 percent, down by

less than, Singapore time With 15:21 in, 1,253.48 per ounce dollars fell. Deals

early hours 1,257 dollarthe highest level since December 12 has seen and gold

s todayvalue winning In case of the fourth day moving upward, the longest since

October term exit periodwill be seen. Platinum, 1,446.75 per ouncedollar the

highest level since Nov. 15 after the outbreak, did not change much compared

to the previous closing.

Gold , the most since 1981fast its annual fall on December 31 in China strong

Along with the demand signals, six-month lowlevel jumped. China last year,

possibly through Indiaworld most largegold came from the user. ShanghaiGold

Stock Exchange, the indicator cash gold contract forprocess volume, a week

ago 24,875 kilogram With the highest level in eight months after leaving the last

14,630 kilograms fell.

Futures Co. in CA. analyst Lv Jia, "Physical demand price much more

sensitive, especially the retail level, "he said, and" this case gold so far this

year to remain above while helping, prices rises, we can see that it decreases

the amount of demand, "he has commented.

February forward gold contracts, the Comex in New York City market, Rose 0.1

percent to 1,252.60 per ounce In dollar stayed. Process volume compiled by

Bloomberg data , according to the time of writing this report, was over 19 per

cent of the average of the last 100 days.
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U.S. Mint U.S. Mint's dataCoins gold of salesYesterday, that amounted to

63,000 ounces sold in December and get all the coins on the amount that

exceeds 56,000 showed. England Mint The Royal Mint, said in a statement last

week,2014 Sovereign issued for the year gold of the coins, "exceptional

demand" so exhausted announced that. World most large gold supported

exchange traded fund (ETF) SPDR Gold Trust in the gold assets, on January 8

793.12 tonnes last five years with the low down to the level after three days

does not change.

1,443 per ounce for platinum dollar level processsaw. In South Africa,world

most large three platinum producer operating in the strong union workers

charge from the conflict go on strike because of their views on get this week to

meet with members future.

Spot silver, Rose 0.4 percent after falling during the day and at least 20.4878

per ounce dollar with 11 See the highest level since December, after rising 0.1

percent compared to the previous closing 20.3832 dollarsarrived. 740.30 per

ounce than palladium unchangedIn dollar stayed. Metal 746.65 yesterday dollar

Since November 12 saw the highest level.Source: Bloomberght
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